The alleged word adhigicya in the Bhabra Edict of Asoka.
The current explanation of the word adhigicya, namely, that it corresponds to Sanskrit adhikftya, involves two phonetic difficulties, to wit, that -g-for Indie -k-does not occur elsewhere in this particular inscription, even if there are a few isolated cases in certain other inscriptions of Asoka where this correspondence is found; and that cy for Indie ty is otherwise absolutely unknown to any inscriptions of Asoka. For these reasons we should naturally be rather sceptical as to whether the accepted derivation of the word was right 1 ). But an examination of the photogravure in JA. 8. Sor. T. IX between p. 498 and 499 shows that the word is not adhigicya but adhigidhya. This stands for an Indie prototype *adhigrdhya. The radical portion corresponds to the Avestan 'roof gar*d, Latin gradior, Irish in-grennim, Gothic grips (stem gridi-). Old Bulgarian greda. That Sanskrit has no correspondent need cause no concern as it has been previously shown that occasionally the Middle-Indie dialects have cognates in non-Indie Indo-European languages but not in Sanskrit. And as a further support of finding this phenomenon in the inscriptions of Asoka, we can adduce Eadhia and Mathia am which, as I have shown in IP. 23 p. 235 ff., corresponds phonetically to Old Persian yävä, not to Sanskrit yävat. -The lingual dh of adhigidhya is due to the influence of the originally preceeding vocalic ; similarly in all the dialects of the Pillar-Edicts of Asoka original 2 ) invariably lingualizes an immediately following dental stop. For the retention of the group (piy we have a partial parallel in Kadhia and Mathia avadhya-(Delhi-Sivalik, Delhi-Mirat, Allahabad avadhiya-) -only partial because the y in this case originally did not immediately 1) It would seem as if Franke previously was somewhat troubled by these facts: see Päli und Sanskrit, p. 95.
2) It so chances that in the published portion of the Rämpürvä redaction we have lacunas where we would otherwise have test-cases. Whether the unpublished portion will aid us in this matter remains to be seen. In the meantime, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, we shall be justified in considering that the dialect of this version agreed with the other dialects, especially as it agrees \rith them in having ffh (written fh) as the product of Indie rih. 
